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To Members of the Forty-First Legislative Assembly:

If the recximmendations contained in this report are accepted by the Legislative

Assembly, several improvements in state printing practices will be accompUshed. The

uniform reporting requirement for all state agencies wiU improve present reporting

practices and also result in savings to the state, the suggested amendments to existing

statutes will assist the State Controller in the supervision of state printing, and the

alternative bill handling process suggested will provide a better working document for

legislators and also reduce costs.

Respectfully submitted.

SENATOR DAVID F. JAMES
Chairman

Montana Legislative Coimcil
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HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION NO. 18

Introduced by Bardanouve, Goan, Prevost, Aspevig

A JOINT RESOLUTION OF THE SENATE AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
REQUESTING THAT THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL STUDY PRESENT STATE PRINTING
AND DUPLICATING PROCEDURES AND SUBMIT A WRITTEN REPORT OF THEIR
FINDINGS TO THE FORTY-FIRST LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

WHEREAS, the printing or duplicating of the various documents necessary for state

government is a formidable task involving large sums of money, and

WHEREAS, the needs of the various agencies and departments of state government for

printing vary greatly, and

WHEREAS, although state printing contracts are let through a central office, there is little

uniformity now in the content and format of reports from state agencies and departments, and

WHEREAS, dupUcating machines used by the various agencies and departments represent a

considerable capital investment, and

WHEREAS, the utilization rate of many dupUcating machines is low because there is no

concerted effort among agencies and departments to share such machines, and

WHEREAS, some states have centraUzed state printing and duplicating functions, and

WHEREAS, an examination of present procedures used for state printing and duplicating

might not only result in improved services, but might also result in substantial savings to the state.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE SENATE AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
OF THE STATE OF MONTANA:

That the Legislative Council is requested to conduct a study of state printing and dupUcating

procedures. The study should include, but not be limited to, an examination of present procedures,

statutes governing printing and dupUcating, costs to the state under present procedures, possibilities

for improving procedures, and a determination of the feasibUity and desirabiUty of establishing a

central agency for state printing and/or duplicating.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Legislative Council is requested to submit a written

report of its findings, together with recommendations and implementing legislation if necessary, to

the Forty-first Legislative Assembly.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the State ControUer provide the Legislative CouncU with

any information and assistance necessary to complete this study.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Secretary of State is instructed to send copies of

this resolution to the State Controller and to the Executive Director of the Legislative Council.

Note: H. J. R. No. 18 passed both houses of the legislature and was accepted as a subject for study by the Council prior to adjournment
of the 1967 regular session. It did not reach the Governor's office before adjournment of the 1967 regular session and was not
signed by the governor.
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INTRODUCTION

House Joint Resolution No. 18 asked that the Legislative Council study present state printing and duplicating

procedures and submit a written report of its findings to the Forty-First Legislative Assembly. The resolution noted

that: (1) printing and dupUcating of various documents is a formidable task involving large sums of money; (2) the

needs of various state agencies for printing vary greatly; (3) although state printing contracts are let through a

central office, there is little uniformity now in the content and format of reports from state agencies; (4)
duplicating machines used by state agencies represent a considerable capital investment; (5) the utilization rate of
some duplicating machines is low; (6) some state have centralized state printing and duplicating functions; and (7) a

study of printing and dupUcating practices might result in improved services and also lead to substantial savings to

the state.

The Council wishes to express its appreciation to a number of persons who assisted in this study including: Mr. H.

P. Weggermian, Mrs. Elizabeth Graham, and Mr. Troy McGee of the Department of Administration; Mr. Al Madison,

Director of Printing Services, University of Montana; representatives of Western Office Equipment,

Addressograph-Multigraph Corporation, International Business Machines, Xerox Corporation; and a number of other

persons who met with the Council to discuss alternative bill handling procedures. Particular thanks are due Mr. Ward

Bowden, Secretary of the Washington State Senate, for his assistance to the Council.





Chapter I

STATE PRINTING PRACTICES
Legal Framework

CONSTITUTIONAL

The Montana Constitution makes reference to "publishing" and "printing" in several sections. Section 12,

Article V states that: "Each house shall keep a journal of its proceedings, and may, in its discretion, from time to

time, publish the same, except such parts as require secrecy, and the ayes and noes on any question shall, at the

request of any two members, be entered on the journal." Section 22, Article V states: "No bill shall be considered

or become law unless referred to a committee, returned therefrom, and printed for the use of the members." A
reference to publishing is contained in Section 25, Article V which states: "No law shall be revised or amended, or

the provisions thereof extended by reference to its title only, but so much thereof as is revised, amended or

extended shall be reenacted and published at length." Section 30, Article V contains a specific reference to state

printing as follows:

All stationery, printing, paper, fuel and lights used in the legislative and other departments of govenunent,

shaU be furnished, and the printing, and binding and distribution of the laws, journals, and department reports

and other printing and binding, and the repairing and fiunishing the halls and rooms used for the meeting of

the legislative assembly, and its conunittees shall be performed under contract, to be given to the lowest

responsible bidder below such maximum price and under such regulations as may be prescribed by law. No
member or officer of any department of the government shall be in any way interested in any such contract;

and aU such contracts shall be subject to the approval of the governor and state treasurer.

Section 32, Article VIII states that: "The legislative assembly may provide for the pubUcation of decisions and

opinions of the supreme court." This section might be completely superfluous except that the Supreme Court has

interpreted it to mean that Section 30, Article V does not apply to the pubUcation of reports of the Supreme

Court. In other words, Section 32, Article VII and statutory law control the publication of the Montana Reports.

Finally, Section 13, Article XII requires a quarterly report by the State Treasurer and states in part: 'The governor,

or other person or persons authorized by law, shall verify said report and cause the same to be immediately

pubUshed in at least one newspaper printed at the seat of government, and otherwise as the legislative assembly may
require . .

."

Statutory

Montana statutes relating to state printing are of two types. First, there are general provisions establishing

broad policy guidelines. Second, there are specific provisions directing officers, such as the Secretary of State, to

perform particular duties.

The basic statutory provisions relating to general printing are found in Section 82-1137, R.C.M. 1947.

Considered as a whole, this section is a comprehensive statement of legislative intent on state printing practices.

When considered in terms of its components, however, the section contains three elements pertaining to: (1) bidding

for state printing; (2) preference for bidders who employ union members; and, (3) provision for acceptance from

bidders who do not employ union members under specified conditions.

The section provides that all state printing must be done within the state if the cost of so doing is not

excessive. If a state bidder's price is not more than two percent higher than an out-of-state bidder's price, the state

bidder must be favored. When first enacted in 1897, this provision intended to promote the state's printing

industry. An exception was made for certificates of appointment and election. It is possible that facilities for the

ornate etching and lithography for these documents were not available in Montana in 1897. At the present time,

such facilities are available and the Secretary of State has secured this type of printing from sources within the state

for some time.

The legislature also specified that all printing must bear the label of the International Typographical Union,

the Allied Printing Trades Council, or the Amalgamated Lithographers of America — the so called "union bug."

There is a procedure, however, for awarding a contract to a printing firm not having the use of the union label.
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Printing firms not using the xinion label can obtain a state printing contract only under specified conditions.

First, the bidder must file with the Secretary of State a sworn statement that his employees will receive the

prevailing wage rate and work under "conditions prevalent in the locality in which the work is produced." If a

collective bargaining agreement is in effect which is not influenced by management, the agreement is considered as

estabhshing the conditions prevalent in the locaUty. These conditions are the minimum requirements for consideration

as a responsible bidder under Montana law.

In addition to these general provisions, Montana statutes provide for the measurement of printing, specify the

size of type which may be used, and enumerate the maximum rates which can be charged for legal advertising.

Montana printers are also given special preference for printing court decisions, session laws, and codes. Instead of

the two percent margin provided for regular printing, this type of printing must be awarded to a Montana bidder if

his price is not more than ten percent higher than a price submitted by an out-of-state printer.

The Purchasing EHvision of the Department of Administration is primarily responsible for state printing. They

must provide for the printing of reports, stationery, and forms and supervise the function to prevent unnecessary

duplication of effort. With the approval and consent of the Governor, the purchasing agent's power to supervise

printing is exclusive. He has authority to determine quality and quantity of printing, style, grade, and binding. He is

also directed to insure that state reports do not exceed SVi inches by II inches and that all reports have a single

color cover.

The distribution of reports is the responsibility of the agency issuing the report. However, the agency head

must provide the Governor with at least two copies, the Secretary of State with two, the Legislative Council with

two, and the Historical Society Library with two. In addition, the state pubUcation distribution center of the State

Library receives at least four copies of every report and whatever additional copies are requested by the State

Librarian.

As noted above, the Supreme Court is responsible for the pubUcation of their decisions. The pubUsher of the

Montana Reports, as they are termed, must retain matrices in a safe place and agree to make available all the

volumes, from the first to the latest, at a set price. This contract is for six years.

The Secretary of State is responsible for the distribution of the Montana Reports, and his duties are

enumerated in detail. In addition, the Secretary of State has duties relating to printing for the Legislative Assembly.

He must receive bills and resolutions; maintain copies of laws, anange for pubUcation of laws, resolutions, and

journals as soon as possible after the close of a session; and distribute these pubUshed documents. FinaUy, the

Secretary of State must pubUsh the Session Laws in a form which is described in detail.

Administrative Procedures for State Printing

The first step in letting state printing contracts each year is the estabUshment of a Ust of acceptable paper

brands which may be used. Paper companies are invited to submit samples and ratings of their paper products as set

by the American Paper and Pulp Institute. These are placed on a "Fine Paper Grade List." This Ust shows the

marking, paper trade descriptive classification, acceptable brand names, Franklin grade, cost, and whether the paper

is stocked in Montana. Franklin grade refers to specifications in the Franklin Catalog, pubUshed by the Porte

PubUshing Company of Salt Lake City, which is the standard price guide used in Montana.

The "Fine Paper Grade List" shows the various grades of bond and also Usts such items as paper for ledgers,

mimeograph paper, book covers, onionskin paper, and the like. The purpose of this Ust is to let prospective bidders

know what brands of paper are acceptable to the state. If a bidder wishes to use a brand of paper not on the

master Ust, the producing mill must produce positive proof that the quaUty is equivalent to the grade specified and

that material content, brightness, and bursting and folding strength are in accordance with American Paper and Pulp

Institute standards. In addition, written permission of the Purchasing Division is required before an unUsted brand

may be used.

After the list of approved papers is prepared, a "Call for Bids in State Printing" is published. The caU is

pubUshed three times in a newspaper having general circulation in the state. The call states that sealed bids for state

printing wiU be received until a specified time and specifies when bids will be opened. Proposals must be directed to

the Purchasing Division and bid security is required. Usually, bid security is $50 except for flat printing where it is

five percent of the total bid. The security is forfeited if the bidder's proposal is accepted and he subsequently
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refuses to enter into a written contract. The bid call also notifies prospective bidders that they must have use of a

union label or be able to otherwise quahfy. The state reserves the right to: (1) let a contract for any item in any

classification separately; (2) let a separate contract for any institution or department; (3) reject any or all bids and

to waive technicalities as the best interests of the state may warrant.

A person answering the bid call is sent an "Instructions for Bidders on State Printing." This document

specifies the requirement for the union label, and contains an affidavit to be signed by the secretary or president of

the jurisdictional union, or instructions on the alternative means of filing an affidavit with the Secretary of State to

the effect that prevailing wages and conditions are followed. The amoxmt of bid security is also specified.

Qasses of printing and a schedule of security required for each is also sent a prospective bidder as shown

below.

CLASSinCATION (HMD OF WORK)

Briefs and Transcripts

CLASS
CODE NO.

1

AMOUNT
OF

SECURITY

$50

Pamphlet $S0

Broadsides, Circulars, Programs,

Folders and Envelope Enclosures 2-A $50

Printed and Lithographed

Letterheads $50

Printed Envelopes

Lithographed Miscellaneous Forms
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1

.

This classification covers printing and the binding thereof of pamphlets and books of the state of Montana

division named above, as they may be required and ordered during the fiscal period July 1, 196- through

June 30, 196-. Printing by letterpress or offset as may be required.

2. Work requiring operations and charges not provided for in the schedules incorporated herein will be priced

from the appropriate sections of the "Franklin" Printing Catalog and/or "Franklin" Offset Catalog as

published by the Porte Publishing Co. of Salt Lake City under copyright of 1962 and 1965 with revisions

thereto.

3. References to various papers are those classified in the state of Montana fine paper grade list and are to be

priced by bidder to establish the grade cost for work to be performed and priced from the Franklin

Catalogs.

4. When required, the contractor shall! assume the responsibility of helping to obtain letterpress cuts or

engravings suitable for the class of work to be performed from an existing state contract, but this contract

does not cover the cost of cuts.

5. Copy shall be submitted to the contractor in typewritten or equally legible form, correct as to

composition, free from errors and with pictures or line drawings accurately located in text. (Any

publication submitted to a contractor which is camera ready shall be produced by offset method). (P^>er

covers may be produced by letterpress or offset, ^ichever is most desirable).

6. It is anticipated that the greater portion of the work under this contract will fall into the "medium"

Franklin classification and the contractor shall confer with the ordering state division as to whether the job

is to be produced under "ordinary," "medium," or "excellent" quality classification.

7. No extra charges for composition are to be made not provided for herewith except for author's revisions

after type has been set. Evidence of such author's revisions must be verified by attachment to the claim

showing the number of ems corrected and their location in the publication.

The bidder prepares his estimate of costs for the particular type of work and submits it to the Purchasing

Division. In the past, the closing date has been 10 A.M. sometime during the second or third week in June. At that

time, the bids are immediately opened and examined. The contract will be awarded to the lowest acceptable bidder

and runs from July 1 until the following June 30 — for one year.

After contracts are awarded for each class of printing, all state agencies are notified of the firms from which

printing should be ordered. Printing needs are determined by individual agencies, and printing is purchased under

purchase order. The Purchasing Division checks some orders received for compliance with the contracts, but

extensive supervision of contract printers is not provided by this examination of printing. Major responsibility for

quahty and compliance with orders rests with the individual agencies.



Chapter II

COSTS OF STATE PRINTING

At the present time accurate data on costs of state printing are not readily available from accounting records

of the State Controller. Printing costs are not separately coded on claims. These costs are included within the object

classification 0011 titled "suppUes and materials." The state accounting system allows segregation of costs for

suppUes and materials, but printing costs alone carmot be segregated within that category.

Although printing costs as a separate item carmot be obtained from records of the State Controller, costs can

be compiled from accounting records. The compilation of costs can be done by examining purchase orders for

printing on actual claims fQed with the State Controller. Because all state printing must be done under contract,

purchase orders should be prepared for all printing.

Unfortunately, purchase orders are not prepared for all state printing. State agencies have arranged for printing

without notifying the Purchasing Division in the past. If a purchase order is not prepared, the Purchasing Division

may be unaware that printing has been ordered until a claim to pay the costs is submitted. In some cases, state

agencies require printing which cannot be anticipated, and a procedure that avoids delay is necessary. State agencies

can, however, make arrangements to expedite the normal bidding procedures in an emergency. In any case, there is

no apparent reason why a state agency should order printing without notifying the I*urchasing Division and

obtaining approval for the expenditure before an order is actually placed with a contract printer. After the printing

has been furnished to the state agency, the only recourse open to the Purchasing Division is disapproval of the claim

when it is submitted.

Because purchase orders are not prepared for all printing, costs compiled from these forms will not indicate

total state printing costs. As an alternative, costs could be compUed from claim files of the State Controller. This

procedure would, however, be costly and time-consuming because of the extremely large number of claims which

would have to be examined.

State printing costs can also be compiled by requesting data directly from contract printers. If accurate, these

data would reflect printing covered by purchase orders and also any printing done for which purchase orders were

not prepared. Even with complete cooperation from contract printers in reporting data, however, costs compiled

from this source are no better than the accounting records of individual contract printers. The accuracy of these

records cannot be determined.

To compile costs of state printing, several methods were employed. First, the Purchasing Division was asked to

obtain amounts expended for fiscal 1967 from printers holding state printing contracts. In addition, the Accounting

Division of the Department of Administration compiled legislative printing costs, and the Supreme Court furnished

costs for printing the Montana Reports. At the request of the Purchasing Division, vendors holding annual contracts

and also state vendors awarded contracts for individual printing orders reported total printing costs for fiscal 1967

of $487,397.

The reported total of $487^97 was checked by reviewing all purchase orders for printing prepared during

fiscal 1967. As noted above, purchase orders indicate minimum costs only because purchase orders are not prepared

for all printing. This procedure indicated a total cost for printing done under purchase order of $486,804 in fiscal

1967. A comparison of the data on printing costs obtained from questiormaires to printers and a review of purchase

orders is shown in Table I.

As indicated by Table I, three printers apparently did work for the state for which purchase orders were not

prepared. In addition, purchase orders indicate payments made to seven printers who did not report costs to the

Department of Administration. In either instance, the differences are understandable. Moreover, printing done for

which purchase orders were not prepared may explain, in part, those instances where amounts reported to the

Department exceed the amounts indicated by a review of purchase orders. In three instances (Reporter Printing,

Tribime Printing, and Uarco), however, reported totals are less than the amounts indicated by purchase orders. The

Department of Administration reports that these differences could result from printing completed but not paid for

by state agencies.
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TABLE I

PARTIAL COSTS OF STATE PRINTING

JULY 1, 1966 THROUGH JUNE 30, 1967

Reported to Department of

Administration by State Vendors Amounts
July 1, 1966 Indicated

through On Purchase

June 30, 1967 Orders

Artcraft Printers $ 17,081.33 $ 12,339.22

Ashton Printing 46,782.37 39,031.73

Beaverhead Printers —0— 457.95

Univ. of Montana -0- 950.00

Delaney's 3,334.71 964.65

Empire 784.80 -0-
Gazette Printing 24,236.55 22,025.27

Hill Cty. Publishing -0- 163.40

Independent Record 28,481.45 19,671.14

Missoulian-Sentinel 5,982.62 3,808.97

Moore Business Forms 22,914.34 16,357.81

Mont. State University -0- 1,282.66

Pioneer Business Forms —0— 10,767.41

Reporter Printing 178,107.57 186,010.69

Silver State Post -0- 74.38

Standard Post 34,218.15 31,148.40

Standard Register 7,423.00 274.04

Star Printing 383.85 -0-
State Publishing Co -0- 27,053.10

Thurber Printing 18,774.19 14,299.26

Tom Greenfield, Inc 37.04 -0-
Tribune Printing 96,745.00* 97,817.29

Uarco 1,961.00 2,212.46

Western Litho Print 149.25 94.25

TOTALS $487,397.22" $486,804.08

a. Includes $66,587 reported plus $30,158 postage on envelopes.

b. Includes reported total of $457,239.22 from Department of Administration plus $30,158.00 postage printed on
envelopes.
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In spite of the differences indicated by Table I, it is believed that the $486,804 cost indicated by purchase

orders represents a reasonable estimated minimum amount for state agency printing done in Montana. To arrive at

total estimated costs, however, several additional items must be added including costs of printing for the legislature,

Montana Reports, the annual highway map, data processing cards, items prepared by the University of Montana

press, and printing done by state agencies. Estimated state printing costs for fiscal 1967 are shown in Table II.

TABLE II

ESTIMATED STATE PRINTING COSTS
July 1, 1966 through June 30, 1967

Amount from Purchase Orders $486,804.08*

Legislative Printing 1 16,476.69*

Supreme Court Printing (Montana Reports) 4,100.00*

Highway Commission (Maps) 58,421 .34*

Data Processing Cards 26,359.44*

University of Montana 1 10,240.00"

Intemal Agency Printing 4,398.00'

TOTALS $806,799.55

a. Information from Department of Administration.

b. Mr. C. L. Murphy, Business Manager, reported $55,120 in printing costs plus "almost this much or more" for

stationery, records, envelopes, and other printed materials.

c. Total amount reported by agencies for reports not printed under the pamphlet printing contract. Because of the

difficulty of segregating all costs of printing done by state agencies, this amount is probably the minimum cost.

Moreover, it does not include many items, such as specifications and plans prepared by the Highway Department,

which might be classified as printing.

Based upon these data, it is estimated that state printing costs during fiscal 1967 were more than $800,000.

This estimated cost includes legislative printing costs of more than $116,000 and also costs of biennial reports from

state agencies issued in 1967. In a year when the legislature does not meet, printing costs would be less than

$800,000 due to elimination of costs for the legislature and biennial reports.
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Chapter III

REPORTING REQUIREMENTS OF
STATE AGENCIES

Reporting requirements for state officers and agencies are contained in both the constitution and statutes.

Constitutional provisions for reporting are as follows:

Section 8, Article VII. The legislative assembly shall provide for a state examiner. . . He shall report at least

once a year and oftener if required to such ofHcers as may be designated by the legislath« assembly. . .

Section 10, Article Vn. The governor may require information in writing from the officers of the executive

department upon any subject relating to the duties of their respective offices, which information shall be given

upon oath whenever so required; he may also require information in writing, at any time, under oath, from all

officers and managers of state institutions, upon any subject relating to the condition, management and

expenses of their re^ective offices and institutions, and may, at any time he deems it necessary, appoint a

committee to investigate and report to him upon the condition of any executive office or state institution.

The governor shaU at the beginning of each session, and from time to time, by message, give to the legislative

assembly inf<»ination of the condition of the state, and shall recommend such measures as he shall deem

expedient. He shall also send to the legislative assembly a statement with vouchers of the expenditures of all

moneys belonging to the state and paid out by him. He shall also at the beginning of each session present

estimates of the amount of money required to be raised by taxation for all purposes of the state.

Section 19, Article VII. An account shall be kept by the officers of the executive department, and of all

public institutions of the state of all moneys received by them, severally from all sources, and for every service

performed, and of all moneys disbursed by them severally, and a semi-annual report thereof shall be made to

the governor, under oath; they shall also, at least twenty days (Mreceding each regular session of the legislative

assembly, make full and complete reports of their official transactions to the governor, who shall transmit the

same to the legislative assembly.

Section 13, Article XII. The state treasurer shall keep a separate account of each fund in his hands, and shall

at the end of each quarter of the fiscal year report to the governor in writing, under oath, the amount of all

moneys in his hands to the credit of every such fund, and the place or places ^ere the same is kept or

deposited, and the number and amount of every warrant paid or redeemed by him during the quarter. The

govemw, or other person or persons authorized by law, shaU verify said report and cause the same to be

immediately published in at least one newspaper printed at the seat of government, and otherwise as the

legislative assembly may require. The legislative assembly may provide by law further regulations for the safe

keeping and management of the public funds in the hands of the treasurer; but notwithstanding any such

regulations, the treasurer and his sureties shall in all cases be held responsible therefor.

Section 12, Article V of the Constitution requires each house of the Legislative Assembly to keep a journal

and states the legislature ".
. .may, in its discretion, from time to time, publish the same. .

."

These constitutional requirements are supplemented by a variety of statutory reporting requirements. Of the

119 state agencies and officers shown in Appendix A of this report, forty-five are not required to report by statute,

thirty-two must submit an annual report, twenty-five must submit a biennial report, four must submit a report for

an unspecified period, one must submit both an aimual and a biennial report, and nine have various reporting

requirements different from these categories.

The divergence of statutory reporting requirements is further illustrated by the fact that thirty-eight agencies

and officers report to the Governor, eighteen report to the Governor and Legislative Assembly, eight report to the

Legislative Assembly, the Department of Administration reports to the Governor and the report is "available" to the

Legislative Assembly, the Board of Pharmacy must report to the Governor and the State Pharmaceutical

Association, the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation reports to the State Board of Education, and five agencies

have no statutory provision on submitting a report to a particular official or branch of government.
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Similar disparities exist in statutes specifying when reports are due. Some statutes indicate a specific date (for

example, first day of December), others require reports before a date (for example, before December 1), some

statutes do not specify when reports are due, and finally, some statutes have vague phrases such as "early in the

calendar year."

Present statutes fail to specify the period to be covered in reports for some agencies and officers, some

indicate only that reports should cover the preceding year or biennium, and some specify a fiscal or calendar year

or bieruiium.

Finally, the; statutes which require reports from state agencies and officers show little uniformity in language

pertaining to the content of reports. Detailed requirements are imposed on some agencies and officers for reporting;

others have only extremely vague guidance from the legislature on what information reports should contain.

Lacking guidance, the type and amount of factual data contained in reports varies greatly. Moreover, reporting

statutes do not uniformly require recommendations from state agencies and officers. Yet reconunendations from

administrative officials should be extremely valuable to the Legislative Assembly. Administrative officials are well

informed in their area of competence and ideally equipped to anticipate changes which should be considered by the

legislature.

If the Legislative Assembly wishes to be well informed on goverimiental activities, periodic reporting from all

agencies and officials should be mandatory. Such a change could be accompUshed by adding reporting requirements

for those forty-five agencies and officials that do not report at present. Any contemplated change, however, might

also resolve other disparities in statutory reporting requirements. For example, there could be uniform due dates,

reporting periods, and content requirements for all reports. Statutes could also specify imiformly that the Governor

and Legislative Assembly receive reports. During the 1967 legislative session, a procedure of having all agencies and

officials submit draft reports to the Governor was discussed. A member of the Governor's staff would edit the draft

reports, standardize data, and consolidate the report into a single volume for the Legislative Assembly. The

appropriation to the Governor includes an amount to cover the costs of this procedure during this biennium.

This alternative procedure has a number of obvious advantages over present reporting methods. First,

legislators would know that the single volume (or volumes) contained reports from all agencies and officials.

Without a time-consuming check of statutes, legislators do not know whether a report is required from a particular

agency nor when the report is due under present statutes. Second, standardization of data would make it more

useful to legislators and should result in a substantial savings in the cost of printing reports. Third, a standard

requirement for recommendations, if coordinated through the Governor's office, would provide legislators with a

substantial amount of information on contemplated programs of state agencies.
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Chapter IV

PRINTING OF LEGISLATIVE BILLS

Present System

Under the system now used by the Legislative Assembly, printing and reproducing bills (excluding typing of

the original bill for introduction), involves three "compositions" for unamended bills and four "compositions" for

amended bills. For unamended bills the steps are: (1) the bill is retyped immediately upon introduction either on

stencils or multilith masters and 550 copies are produced; (2) the bill is printed by linotype method following

favorable committee report and 1,100 copies are produced; and (3) bills are retyped, or enrolled, after approval by

both houses. If amended in the house of origin, a fourth "composition" step is added. Amended bills are engrossed

by retyping in the house of origin before transmittal to the other house. Regardless of the process used for these

"composition" steps, the costs of preparing a bill for reproduction are approximately the same. That is, costs other

than acutally running copies, are roughly equal regardless of whether copy is prepared by typing, by linotype, or by

offset printing methods.

Alternative Procedures

In 1960, the Legislative Council proposed an alternative procedure for printing legislative bills. The Council

proposed that a copy of all bills be deUvered to the printer immediately upon introduction. A heading containing

the bill number, name of sponsor, date of introduction, and name of committee to whom referred would be typed

and attached to the copy to be photographed. A photographic copy would be prepared and the necessary copies

printed by an offset method. The original copy and printed copies would then be returned to the house of origin.

Under this proposed procedure, the bill would be printed a second time after approval by the Committee of

the Whole in the house of origin. This second printing would incorporate all amendments of standing committees

and the Committee of the Whole. The second printing would be distinguished by a caption "second printing." If

killed on third reading, the second printing would be discarded. In 1967, only 2.8 percent of the Senate bills and

0.9 percent of the House bills were killed on third reading.

Bills amended in standing committee or Committee of the Whole (34.4 percent of Senate bills and 31.1

percent of House biUs in 1967), would be "engrossed." The photographic plate for the second printing would be

prepared from the engrossed bill. In 1967, 27.6 percent of the Senate bills and 23.7 percent of the House bills

passed the house of origin without amendment. For these bills no additional printing would be necessary. They

could be rerun carrying an overlay "second printing." Bills killed in standing committee. Committee of the Whole,

or on third reading would not be rerun (38.0 percent of the Senate bills and 45.2 percent of the House bills in

1967 were in this category). The disposition of bills in the house of origin is shown in Table III below:

Of the 317 House bills that were forwarded to the Senate in 1967, 229 were passed by the Senate. The

Senate passed 79 House bills without amendment and 150 House bills after amendment. A total of 155 Senate bills

were forwarded to the House in 1967. The House approved 43 Senate bills without amendment and 63 Senate bills

after amendment.

In summary, 828 bills were introduced in the House and Senate in 1967. Of that number, 356 (43.0 percent)

were killed in the house of origin. A total of 472 bills passed the house of origin (57.0 percent of total

introduced). Some 206 bills (24.9 percent of total introduced) were not amended in the house of origin, and 122

bills (14.7 percent of the total introduced, 36.4 percent of the total passed) were not amended in either house.

If a linotype printing process were considered to replace present mimeographing, engrossing, emolling, or a

combination of those processes, several alternative approaches could be used. In 1967, only bills reported favorably

by committees were printed-5 1 1 bills during the regular session. If all bills (828) were printed immediately upon

introduction, printing costs would have increased by an estimated 62.0 percent. Based on absolute costs of printing

in 1967 and assuming no difference in the size of bills reported "do pass" from those reported "do not pass," bill
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TABLE III

MANNER OF DISPOSITION OF BILLS 1967 REGULAR SESSION'

Senate Bills Number
Killed in Committee 79

Amended in Committee Only 66

Amended in Committee of Whole Only 8

Amended in Committee and Committee

of the Whole 12

Killed in Committee of Whole or

on Motion 9

Killed on Third Reading 7

Passed by Committees Without

Amendment 69

250

House Bills

Killed in Committee 238

Amended in Committee Only 126

Amended in Committee of Whole Only 26

Amended in Committee and Committee

of the Whole 28

Killed in Committee of Whole or

on Motion 18''

Killed on Third Reading 5

Passed by Committees Without

Amendment 137

578^

Percentage of

Bills Introduced

In That House

31.6

26.4

3.2

4.8

3.6

2.8

27.6

1.00

41.2

21.8

4.5

4.8

3.1

0.9

23.7

1.00

Recapitulation — Both Houses

Killed in Standing Committee,

Committee of Whole, or on

Third Reading 356
Amended in Committee, Committee

of Whole, or Both 266
Passed House of Origin Without

Amendment 206
828''

43.0

32.1

24.9

100.0

a. Does not include joint resolutions nor bills of the 1967 extraordinary session.

b. Includes one house bill (578) that died in the House on adjournment.
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printing costs would have increased from $73,347 to $118,822 if bills were printed rather than mimeographed upon

introduction. The additional cost of $45,475, however, would be reduced by the savings in fewer employees, less

equipment, and less supplies needed if the mimeograph stage were eUminated.

If bills were linotype printed immediately upon introduction and reprinted only if amended in the house of

origin, the number of bills printed and reprinted would have been 1,094 rather than 511 — an increase of 114.1

percent.' Assuming a complete recomposition for all those bills, printing costs would have increased from $73,347

to $157,036. The increased cost of $83,689, however, would again be offset by savings realized from fewer

employees and the like.

If bills were linotype printed immediately upon introduction, reprinted if amended in the house of origin, and

reprinted in final form if amended in the second house, the number of bills printed and reprinted in 1967 would

have been 1,307 rather than 511 — an increase of 155.8 percent.^ Assuming a complete recomposition for all these

bills, printing costs would have increased from $73,347 to $187,622. The increased cost of $114,275 would, as

noted above, be reduced by savings realized by reduced legislative persormel and the like.

The estimated increased costs shown above, however, represent the maximum additional costs because a

complete recomposition was assumed for all bills. If a punched tape or other procedure were used to avoid a

complete recomposition, the estimated costs might be reduced substantially.

To determine other alternatives available, the Council asked that foixr commercial firms examine present bill

handling procedures and suggest improvements that might be made. In addition, the Council met with the Secretary

of the Washington State Senate and discussed bill handling procedures in that state in some detail. The

recommendations, and costs to implement these reconunendations, are shown below.

WESTERN OFFICE EQUIPMENT, INCORPORATED

During the 1967 session, the House utilized two Dura typewriters. These machines produce a paper tape when

a bill is originally typed, and the tape can be altered as necessary by use of an "edit control." Once encoded on the

tape machine, additional typing for bills is necessary only if the bill is changed as it is processed by the legislature.

The paper tape can be used to produce stencUs, multilith masters, or original copies of the bill. When copy is

produced from the paper tape, the machine operates at the rate of about 175 words per minute - far in excess of

the capability of the most skilled typist. In addition, the machines eUminate most possibilities for errors as bills are

retyped and proofreading is required only for portions of the bill which are changed. A representative of Western

Office Equipment estimated that all bills could be processed on Dura typewriters if 5 machines were purchased (3

for the House and 2 for the Senate) and 5 additional machines were leased by the Legislative Assembly. The cost of

equipment purchased would be approximately $30,000. Use of the machines would, however, result in a substantial

reduction in the number of legislative employees, and the net cost of handling bills would probably decline. Moreover,

the cost savings would be greater during the second session that the machines were used because no purchases would be

necessary. Use of the machines would also expedite handling bills with resulting savings in time and costs to the

legislative assembly.

ADDRESSOGRAPH MULTIGRAPH CORPORATION

Without considering the original composition of bills, the Addressograph Multigraph Corporation suggested an

alternative method of reproducing bills for use by members of the legislative assembly. A representative of

Addressograph Multigraph noted that the present method of handling bills presents a number of problems

including: (1) errors made in typing are not always noted by proofreaders; (2) the typing pool presents problems;

(3) hand gathering of bills is time consuming; (4) hand stapling of bills is time consuming; and (5) the total number
of copies required (550 for mimeographed bills at the present time) must be run before copies can be made

available for members.

To correct these deficiencies, Addressograph Multigraph suggested that bills introduced be single rather than

double-spaced. A person could then use that copy to produce offset masters by a copying device for use on a

multihth machine. This would eliminate retyping and proofreading the bill. The master for use on the multiUth

machine can be produced in a few seconds, and there is no need for proofreading. Equipment could be purchased

1. All bills (828) printed once plus amended bills (266) reprinted a second time.

2. All bills (828) printed once, bills amended in house of origin (266) reprinted a second time, and bills amended in the second house
(ISO House bills amended before passage by the Senate and 63 Senate bills amended by the House before passage (213 bills) printed a
third time.
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to run copies of the bill, and to automatically gather and staple the bills for distribution. One complete typing step

would be eliminated if this method were used. For a bill 7 pages long, Addressograph Multigraph estimated that the

time savings would amount to 5 hours and 54 minutes. Based upon the more than 800 bills handled during the

1967 session, the total savings would amount to almost 5,000 man hours. To implement this suggestion, the

Addressograph Multigraph Corporation suggested that the Legislative Assembly purchase a model 2675 multihth

offset press, a model 312 Norfin collator, a Page Boy feeder, and a DeFost Jogger-stapler. The firm also suggested

that two model 2000 A-M copiers be rented to produce multilith masters at a cost of $75 per month each. The

total cost of purchased equipment would be approximately $25,000. The firm further suggested that this

equipment be installed with the multilith equipment of the central duplicating center of the Department of

Administration. Present equipment of the Department would be used to supplement the new equipment to meet

peak work-load requirements. This suggestion would also provide a skilled operator for the new equipment, and the

Department of Administration could utilize the equipment during the interim period to provide services to state

agencies.

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES

Representatives of International Business Machines suggested that the legislature utilize mechanical typewriters

to handle all bills. Bills would be typed on a machine which creates a magnetic tape. After encoding on this tape,

the bills could be altered as necessary through an "edit control" function of the typewriters, and either masters for

use on duplicating machines or original copies of the bills would be produced at the rate of about 180 words per

minute. Retyping and proofreading would be required only for those parts of the bill which were changed. The

IBM representatives suggested that all bills be encoded on magnetic tape, that masters for reproduction of the bills

be prepared from these tapes, and that the tapes be changed to reflect changes as bills are processed by the

legislature. To accomplish this, IBM suggested that the legislature obtain 7 Model V MT/ST recording units and 2

Model IV MT/ST typewriters having an edit control capabiHty (ability to make changes in the magnetic tapes).^

Two additional Model V MT/ST typewriters having only a capability to produce magnetic tapes would be rented. It

was also suggested that the legislature purchase a model 9370 multilith machine for reproducing bills. This machine

has a capability of running 25,000 sheets per hour if imprinted on one side only, or 50,000 sheets per hour if

imprinted on both sides. Total costs of purchased eqmpment would be about $54,000. Again, there would be net

cost savings during the first session and larger cost saving during the second session the equipment is used because

no equipment purchases would be necessary during the second session.

XEROX
A representative of Xerox Corporation suggested that the legislature install a Xerox model 2400 copy

machine with a 30 bin sorter in each house for reproducing bUls.^ It was suggested that the number of copies made

immediately upon introduction be reduced, that after introduction the necessary copies be run for committees, and

that committee changes be made using a paste-up method to produce a master to run copies for second reading.

The same process could be used to indicate changes made in conmiittee of the whole, and the desired number of

copies could then be made. A method using Xerox copy machines could eliminate the engrossing step entirely

because bills would be copied after final action by the house of origin, and the bills could be enrolled on special

paper on a Xerox 720 copier. The Xerox representative stated that this method would have the following

advantages: (1) there would be only one original composition step; (2) it would eliminate the need for special

master sheets to reproduce bills; (3) it, would speed proofreading; (4) it would eliminate the need for skilled

equipment operators; (5) it would reduce the number of typists needed to process bills; (6) it would reduce the

total number of impressions required; (7) it would provide immediate on-site service to legislators; (8) it would

reduce reproduction costs; and (9) it would speed the legislative process. Machine rental costs of the model 2400

would be $.0415 per copy for the first three copies, $.0215 per copy for the fourth through tenth copies, and

$.0065 per copy for the eleventh to five-hundredth copy. In addition, there would be additional costs for supplies.

As an alternative, machines can be rented for a monthly fee of $1,100 for 108,000 copies or less. For each

additional sheet over 108,000, the machine rental would be $.005667 per copy.

3. MT/ST means magnetic tape selectric typewriter.

4. The model 2400 has a capability of making 2,400 copies per hour. By January 1, 1969, a model 3600, having 50 percent more

capability, will be available.
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BILL HANDLING IN WASfflNGTON STATE

In 1959, the state of Washington shifted from a letterpress style for printed bills to a photo-lithographic bill

printing process. Using this process, bills for introduction are typed on multiUth paper masters which have been

preprinted with niles and line numbers. From this master, twenty copies of each bill are run and seven copies are

delivered to the house where the bill is to be ftted. The bill number and other material for the heading (date of

introduction and committee to whom the bill is refened) are typed on the copy, and the state printer prints 1 ,600

copies by offset method. The bill is reduced from SVl x 13 inches to 6?4 x 10 inches when offset masters are

prepared. Amendments are prepared in mimeograph form, and the bill is reprinted on colored stock paper if it has

been amended extensively. After the bill has passed both houses, a certification sheet is attached to the original bill

and dehvered to the Governor for his action. Following action by the Governor, the certification sheet is completed

showing the chapter number in the session laws and other information. The bill is again offset printed to provide

temporary session laws of the state. The session laws are then printed by linotype method in bound volumes.

Mr. Ward Bowden, Secretary of the Washington State Senate, prepared cost figures for the two methods for

comparison purposes as follows:

1957 1959 1961 1963 1965 1967

Letterpress bills, cost

per page, adjusted

to 1,400 copies $10.04 $9.94 $10.70 $11.18

Offset bills, cost

per page, adjusted

to 1,400 copies — $6.62 $6.32 $6.96 $5.54 $4.68

Cost for pubUcation of 4,000 copies of the temporary session laws, the final offset printing in Washington, were

$3.09 per page in 1967. Moreover, the Washington method eliminates the need for retyping at the engrossing step

(unless bills are extensively amended), and it replaces the enrolling step with the offset printed temporary session

laws. In addition to expediting the bill handling process, the temporary session laws make available to a large

number of persons copies of enrolled bills almost immediately.
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Chapter V
DUPLICATING EQUIPMENT OF

STATE AGENCIES

Duplicating Machines Used

A questionnaire was sent to 91 state agencies in 1967 requesting information on types of duplicating

equipment owned and rented, original or lease costs, ^e, and levels of usage. The survey excluded units of the

Montana University System and most field offices of state agencies.

The survey indicates 212 duplicating machines used by state agencies. Of this number, 175 were purchased

with state funds, 29 were rented, 1 was donated, and 7 were obtained using federal funds. The total original costs of

the machines purchased with state funds are $157,452. Since most (if not all) rental machines have a price per

copy in addition to the base rental, the actual cost of rentals exceeds the base rental. Because costs of rental machines

are variable, however, no attempt was made to estimate an average total annual cost of these machines.

Although the state does not depreciate its equipment, for analytical purposes the duplicating madiines were

divided into two categories: those having a depreciation span of 10 years (such as mimeographs and photocopiers)

and those having a 25 year depreciation span. Of the 175 machines purchased with state fimds, 142 were placed in

the 10 year depreciation dass. The 142 machines in the 10 year depreciation dass originally cost $52341, or the

average original cost was $369. Their current estimated value is $22,578.* The average age for machines in this class

is about 6 years, and average cunent value is $159.

The 33 machines in the 25 year depredation class originally cost $105,110, or the average original cost was

$3,185. The total cunent estimated value of these machines is $72,213. The average age for machines in this class

is between 7 and 8 years, and the average current value is $2,188.

Types of Machines

The survey indicated at least 35 different types of equipment used by state agencies. The most common is

the A.B. Dick mimeograph, with 42 agendes reporting that they had one or more of these. Thermofax is the next

most popular, with 41 being reported. Xerox is third with 27.

TABLE IV

TYPES OF DUPLICATING EQUIPMENT

Types Numbers
A.B. Dick 47
Thermofax 41

Xerox 27

Multilith 17

Gestetner 16

3-M Photocopier 15

Ditto 7

Multigraph 4
OzaUd 4
Verifax 4
Robertson Camera 3

Copease 2

Azograph 2

Recordak Film Processor 1

Xerox Processor & Fuser 1

All machines which had reached full depreciation were arbitrarily assigned a value of $25.
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TABLE IV (Continued)

Challenge Paper Cutter

Coronastat

Omega Enlarger

Stenafax

SCM
Contoura-Matic

White Printing Machine

Wolber Duplicator ....

3-M Photo Attachment

Pease Copying Machine

Apco-Superstat

Copyflex

Apeco Copy Machine ....

Hyer DupUcating Machine .

Edison Dick Mimeo
Silver Streak Mimeo
Rotary Mimeo
Savin Replica Photo-copier

Copy-rite DupUcator

Total 212

Levels of Usage

Agencies were also asked to estimate the level of usage in terms of using equipment 1 to 5 days a month, 6
to 10 days a month, 11 to 15 days a month, and 16 to 20 days a month. The latter machines can be considered

used daily. The results are shown in Table V

TABLE V
DUPLICATING AND COPYING MACHINES UTILIZATION RATES

Machine Levels of Usage

1-5 days 6-10 days 11-15 days 16-20 days

OveraU 17% 13% 15% 55%

Duphcating 31 17 22 29

Photocopy 8 10 13 69

Other 10 12 10 68

The wide variation between the levels of usage for duplicating machines and the other two groupings indicates

that there is an excess capacity with respect to duphcating machines. However, this excess capacity is not indicative

of agency need. In other words, even though a duphcating machine is used only a few times a month, it cannot be

assumed that the agency could function efficiently without one.

Auxiliary Equipment

The major state agencies, excluding the units of the University System, were asked to supply a listing of

auxiliary equipment related to duphcating. Included in this class of equipment are collators, folders, mailers,

power-driven paper cutters and the like. Thirty-one pieces of such equipment were reported by state agencies. Their

total cost was $15,487; the average cost was $500.
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Central Duplicating Center

On March 27, 1967, a central duplicating center was established by the Department of Administration. The

center is furnished with a high speed multilith machine and an integrated collator. The multilith has a capacity of

producing 9,000 copies an hour. When the collator is used, the capacity is reduced to about 7,000. The collator is a

100 unit machine; that is, up to 100 different pages may be arranged in order. Supporting machinery includes a

power-driven paper cutter, an electrostatic duplicator, a master processor, and an electric stapler.

The power-driven paper cutter and the electric stapler were purchased by the legislature in 1967 and are used

during the interim by the central dupUcating center. The electrostatic dupUcator is rented for a base charge of $75

per month. The multihth machine was leased by the House during the 1967 session. Following the session,

Addressograph Multigraph Corporation agreed to let the State Controller use the multilith machine on a trial basis.

After the trial period, the Controller had the option to: (1) purchase the machine; (2) continue to use the machine

on a three-year lease basis; or (3) discontinue the service.

In May of 1967, the Controller elected to continue using the equipment to provide a central duplicating

service for all state agencies. The original cost of the multilith machine was $11,734. The amount paid by the

legislature to lease the machine, however, was deducted from the cost leaving a balance to purchase the machine of

$9,991. Rather than purchase the machine, the Controller entered into a lease-purchase agreement with Capitol

Associates Incorporated of Great Falls. Under the agreement, the state pays $232 per month for the use of the

multilith machine and also pays $1,085 per year for a maintenance contract. The machine can be purchased at any

time by the state and 80 percent of lease payments made will be credited toward the purchase.

At the present time, the central duplicating center employs one person full-time and one person on a one-half

time basis. Rates for services provided for state agencies were based upon estimated costs originally and revised in

November of 1967 to reflect actual costs of the service. During the period July 1, 1967 through June 30, 1968, the

central duplicating center billed state agencies for $16,713 in services. Costs of operating the center during that

period were $15,682. The costs of a mailman for deUvery of materials, however, are not charged to the center.

Considering the services provided by the mailman, it appears that the center is being operated to make collections

almost exactly equal the costs of providing the service.
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Chapter VI

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The Council concludes that reporting requirements for all state agencies should be uniform. At the present

time some agencies are not required to report, the dates when reports are due vary, there are diverse requirements

on the content of reports, and reports are not uniformly submitted to the Governor and the Legislative Assembly.

A uniform reporting requirement would insure that reports are received from all state agencies, and the

standardization of data which could be accomplished by such a statute would make the reports more useful and

should also result in substantial savings in the costs of printing reports. The Council recommends that the bill to

establish uniform reporting requirements shown in Appendix B of this report be adopted by the Legislative

Assembly.

The Council further concludes that printing should not be ordered by state agencies unless a purchase order

has been processed or prior written approval to order printing without a purchase order has been given by the

Purchasing Division. Although it might be necessary at times to expedite the normal purchasing procedures, there is

no reason why a state agency should order printing without notifying the Purchasing Division. The Council

recommends that Section 82-1910, R.C.M. 1947 be amended to provide that the State Controller shall not approve

a claim for printing unless a purchase order has been prepared or written approval has been given by the state

purchasing agent to order the printing. This procedure will provide better control over printing and also assist the

State Controller in compiling printing costs on an armual basis. Printing costs are not readily available at the present

time. A bill to implement this recommendation appears in Appendix C of this report.

The Council also concludes that Section 30, Article 5 of the Montana Constitution should be repealed. This

section requires that a number of items such as printing, supplies, and the like be purchased under contract

awarded to the lowest responsible bidder. It also prohibits any state official from having any interest in the

contracts. Subjects such as this are statutory rather than constitutional in nature. A bill to repeal this section

appears in Appendix D of this report.

The Council concludes that Section 82-3306, R.C.M. 1947 should also be amended to extend to all state

agencies the supervisory control of the State Controller over acquisition of data processing, duplicating, and various

other such equipment. The 1967 legislature gave the State Controller, with the advice of a committee consisting of

5 members, the authority to estabUsh rules on the procurement of data processing equipment, duplicating and

copying equipment, and equipment for automatic typing. The statute intended to prevent an unwarranted

proliferation of this equipment in state government and also insure that the equipment purchased had an acceptable

level of utilization. The 1967 statute, however, exempted the Department of Public Instruction. The Council

beUeves that all state agencies should be subject to this supervisory control. A bill to implement this

recommendation appears in Appendix E of this report.

The Council also concludes that substantial improvements in bill handling procedures should be made.

Changes could result in substantial costs savings and also produce a more usuable working document for legislators

and other persons as bills progress through the legislature. Several alternative methods of handling bills could be

used. The alternatives have various advantages and disadvantages.

It should be noted that the Montana Constitution contains two sections which must be considered when
formulating recommendations on alternative bill handling procedures. First, under Section 22, Article V, the

legislature is required to refer all bills to committee and have them "printed" for the use of members. Second,

Section 30, Article V requires that all printing be done under contract awarded to the lowest responsible bidder.

Without doubt, when Section 22, Article V was enacted the term "printed" referred to a linotype printing

process. No other means of providing copies of hand-written bills existed in 1889. However, the intent rather than

the precise language of this section is the controlling factor. That is, the term "printed" must be construed in light

of the intent of the section. The intent is clearly that a bill should not become law until after all members were

suppUed with a copy of that bill to determine its contents. Certainly the drafters of the Constitution could not

foresee the marked changes which have taken place in the reproduction of documents since 1889. It seems clear,
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therefore, that a process other than linotype printing would comply with the requirements of Section 22. In fact,

there is no substantial difference between a Unotype and a multihth process.

The Council further concludes that the term "printing" as used in Section 30, Article V does not apply to

internal working documents of the legislature such as bills being processed. Using ejusdem generis to interpret the

meaning of Section 30, general terms which follow specific terms are limited to the matters similar to those

specified. In the context of "and the printing, and binding and distribution of the laws, journals, and department

reports and other printing and binding," the term "other printing" apphes only to documents similar to the items

specified - laws, journals, and department reports. Clearly, a bill being considered by the Legislative Assembly is

not of the same nature as the session laws, journals, and department reports. The items specified are final, finished

products. Bills in process are only internal working documents. If the drafters of the constitution intended that the

provisions of Section 30, Article V should apply beyond the items specified and similar items, they could have

included the word "all" before the words "other printing and binding." Because they did not, the intent that

"other printing" be applied to items similar to those specified is clear. Moreover, the general intent of Section 30 is

that the items mentioned should be purchased, and the bidding procedures must be used. The Legislative Assembly,

however, clearly would have discretion in determining how items not purchased, including internal working

documents such as bills being processed, should be handled during the session.

Based upon the discussion above, the Council concludes that there are no constitutional restrictions which

prevent the Legislative Assembly from initiating an alternative method of processing bills during the session. The

only question is: Which alternative procedure will produce an acceptable product in less time, reduce the cost of

handling bills, or both?

Because of the volume of bills handled and the need for copies as quickly as possible, the Council concludes

that a multilith process would best serve the needs of the Legislative Assembly. Using a machine to produce

multilith masters from the original bill as introduced would eliminate the need for retyping and proofreading of

bills at the mimeograph step. Multilith masters can be produced from original bills when introduced, the masters run on

a multilith machine producing 500-600 copies, and the pages can be automatically collated. Substantial cost savings will

be reahzed, and the costs of materials used will be reduced because multilith masters are only a fraction of the, cost of

stencils used in a mimeograph process. Copy can be produced on both sides of the pages when multilithed to prevent

any increase in the amount of paper needed. At present, introduced bills are double spaced when typewritten;

mimeographed bills are single spaced.

During the 1967 session, the House of Representatives used a multilith rather than a mimeograph process to

produce the initial copies of bills. The Council concludes that both the House and Senate could use this process in

1969. To provide additional capacity in the system, the Council concludes that a larger multilith machine could be

purchased which can print on both sides of a page in a single run. To complement this machine, a copy machine for the

production of multilith masters, a collating machine, and machinery necessary for punching and stapling bills could also

be available. This new multihth machine could be installed in the Capitol building with the multilith machine and

supporting equipment now used by the central dupUcating center of the Department of Administration. Present

equipment of the Department could then be used to supplement'the new machinery to meet peak work loads. Thus,

single facilities could be used by both the House and Senate. The Legislative Assembly could also employ the

experienced operators of the Department of Administration during the legislative session. Following the session, all

equipment could be placed under the control of the Department and used to support state agencies on a fee basis as the

present equipment is used.

If the above changes were made, the Legislative Assembly would have several alternatives regarding the

handhng of bills. The multilith process could be used to replace the initial (mimeographed) bill reproduction step, it

could be used to replace the initial (mimeographed) bill, linotype bill, engrossed bill, and enrolled bill steps

presently used. Or, the Legislative Assembly could use a multilith process to replace one or more of the above steps

in 1969 and also handle a hmited number of bills under an alternative procedure to determine how the process

would work and the net difference in costs involved.

After consideration of the alternatives available, the Council recommends that the Forty-First Legislative

Assembly purchase a multilith machine with capability to print on both the front and reverse of a page in a single

run, a large capacity collating machine, and supporting equipment for processing bills. The cost of this equipment

would be approximately $25,000. The Council further recommends that this equipment be installed in the Capitol
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building with equipment now owned by the Department of Administration and used as a joint facility of the House

and Senate in 1969. The equipment should be used to produce multilith masters by copying machine directly from

introduced bills and the production of initial (mimeographed) copies of bills. This procedure will eliminate one

complete typing and proofreading step in the handling of bills. The equipment should also be used to produce all

copies of resolutions and appropriation committee bills as they are processed through the legistature. That is,

resolutions and appropriation committee bills should not be mimeographed, linotype printed, engrossed by retyping

if necessary, and enrolled by retyping as is presently done. From the original resolutions and appropriation

committee bills introduced, multilith copies should be run for the use of legislators. Rather than retyping the

resolutions and bills, engrossed and enrolled copies should be produced by a multilith method showing changes as

the resolutions and bills are processed by the Legislative Assembly.
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APPENDIX A

REPORTING REQUIREMENTS OF STATE AGENCIES

A indicates annual report.

B indicates biennial report.

NRP indicates no reporting provisions.

NR indicates no requirement.

NS indicates not specified.

G indicates Governor

L indicates Legislative Assembly.

Agency



Agency



Agency



Agency



Agency



Agency



Agency



Agency



Agency





APPENDIX B

_ BILL NO. _

INTRODUCED BY.

A BILL FOR AN ACT ENTITLED: "AN ACT TO ESTABUSH UNIFORM REPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR

ALL STATE EXECUTIVE AGENCIES; AMENDING SECTIONS * * * R.CM. 1947; AND REPEALING SECTIONS

* * *, R.CM. 1947."

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF THE STATE OF MONTANA:

Section 1. As used in this act, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:

(1) "State agency" means any elective official, office, department, board, bureau, or commission which is of

the executive branch of state government.

(2) "Elective official" means the superintendent of public instruction, board of railroad commissioners,

secretary of state, attorney general, state auditor, and state treasurer.

Section 2. (1) Before September 1 of each even-numbered year, each state agency shall submit a written

report to the governor of its activities during the immediately preceding fiscal biennium.

(2) Each report shall contain information prescribed by the governor describing fully the activities of the state

agency. Reports shall contain recommendations from each state agency for improvements in programs

administered by it.

(3) State agency reports shall be filed in the governor's office and are open for inspection by any person.

(4) From the reports submitted to him the governor shall:

(a) delete extraneous or duplicated data;

(b) standardize the presentation of data to the extent feasible and desirable;

(c) request pertinent additional information he wishes included in the report;

(d) prepare a report for submission to the legislative assembly before the fifth legislative day of any

regular session.

(5) Except as provided in subsection (6) of this section, the governor may authorize the publication of a state

agency report in pamphlet form. The report in pamphlet form shaU be published and distributed by the

state agency responsible for reporting.

(6) An elective official may publish a biennial report in pamphlet form, in addition to the report to the

governor required by subsection (1) of this section, without permission from the governor.

(7) Copies of each report published as provided in subsections (4), (5) and (6) of this section shall be

distributed as follows:

(a) two (2) copies to the secretary of state;

(b) two (2) copies to the legislative council;

(c) two (2) copies to the legislative auditor;

(d) one (1) copy to eadi member of the legislative assembly;

(e) two (2) copies to the director of the budget;

(f) two (2) copies to the librarian of the state historical society;

(g) at least four (4) copies to the state publications distribution center of the state library and additional

copies as requested by the state library;

(h) additional distribution in the discretion of the governor or state agency.

NOTE: If such a reporting requirement were adopted, a number of statutes would require amendment to reconcile

them with this section.
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APPENDIX C

_JBILL NO. _

INTRODUCED BY

82-1910

A BILL FOR AN ACT ENTITLED: "AN ACT AMENDING SECTION 82-1910, R.CJ^. 1947 TO PROVIDE THAT
THE STATE CONTROLLER SHALL NOT APPROVE A CLAIM FOR PRINTING UNLESS A PURCHASE ORDER
HAS BEEN PREPARED PRIOR TO ORDERING THE PRINTING OR WRITTEN APPROVAL HAS BEEN GIVEN
BY THE STATE PURCHASING AGENT TO ORDER THE PRINTING WITHOUT PREPARATION OF A
PURCHASE ORDER."

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF THE STATE OF MONTANA:

Section 1. Section 82-1910, R.C.M. 1947 is amended to read as follows:

"82-1910. Supervision of public printing. (1^ The state purchasing agent shall supervise and attend to all

pubUc printing and shall prevent duplication and unnecessary printing; all forms, blanks, and documents printed for

distribution to the departments of state government or state institutions shall be serially numbered and indexed by

the state purchasing agent and sample copies of each thereof permanently retained in his Ubrary; and the state

purchasing agent shall from time to time furnish to the pubUc general information as to the nature, description, and

official numbers of such reports as are available for public distribution.

(2) The state controller shall not approve a claim for printing submitted by any state officer, agency, or

institution unless:

(a) a purchase order has been prepared and approved by the state purchasing agent prior to ordering the printing;

or

(b) written approval has been given by the state purchasing agent to order the printing without preparation of a

purchase order."
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APPENDIX D

_ BILL NO._

INTRODUCED BY

A BILL FOR AN ACT ENTITLED: "AN ACT TO SUBMIT TO THE QUALIFIED ELECTORS OF MONTANA AN
AMENDMENT TO THE MONTANA CONSTITUTION REPEALING SECTION 30, ARTICLE V WHICH
REQUIRES THAT CERTAIN ITEMS BE PURCHASED UNDER CONTRACT AWARDED TO THE LOWEST
RESPONSIBLE BIDDER AND PROHIBITS ANY MEMBER OR OFFICIAL OF ANY DEPARTMENT OF
GOVERNMENT FROM HAVING AN INTEREST IN THOSE CONTRACTS."

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF THE STATE OF MONTANA:

Section 1 . Section 30, Article V of the Montana Constitution is repealed.

Section 2. When this amendment is submitted to the electors of Montana, there shall be printed on the ballot

the attorney general's explanatory statement, the title and section 1 of this act, and the following words:

I

I For the above amendment.

I I

Against the above amendment."
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APPENDIX E

_BILL NO

INTRODUCED BY

82-3306

A BILL FOR AN ACT ENTITLED: "AN ACT AMENDING SECTION 82-3306, R.CAI. 1947 TO PROVIDE THAT
THE STATE CONTROLLER SHALL SUPERVISE THE PROCUREMENT OF DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT,

DUPLICATING AND COPYING EQUIPMENT, AND EQUIPMENT FOR AUTOMATIC TYPING FOR STATE

AGENCIES IN THE CAPITOL AREA INCLUDING THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION."

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF THE STATE OF MONTANA:

Section 1. Section 82-3306, R.C.M. 1947 is amended to read as follows:

"82-3306. Supervision of mailing facilities - data processing, computer, duplicating, copying, and automatic

typing facilities. (1) The controller shall maintain and supervise any central mailing facilities for state agencies in the

capitol area.

(2) The controller shall establish regulations governing the procurement of data processing equipment,

duplicating and copying equipment, and equipment generally prescribed for automatic typing. The

regulations of the state controller shall be formulated with the advice of a committee consisting of the

budget director, a representative of the board of regents, a representative of the state highway

commission, and two (2) members appointed by the other three, and one (1) of the appointed members

shall have special knowledge or experience with data processing equipment and one (1) shall have special

knowledge or experience with the other named office equipment. Within these regulations the controller

shall supervise the procurement and location of the herein named equipment for all state agencies^ -other

than-the -departmeirt of public -instfuetion."
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